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Abstract

The proxy blind signature scheme allows the designated proxy signer using the proxy secret key to generate a blind signature on
behalf of the original signer. Tan et al. presented the DLP-based and ECDLP based blind signature schemes. Awasthi and Lal pro-
posed a improved DLP-based scheme later. Recently, Sun et al. presented linkability attack on Tan et al.�s and Awasthi–Lal�s proxy
blind signature schemes respectively. In this paper, we show that Sun et al.�s attack is failed and these schemes are still satisfy the
unlinkability property.
� 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The blind signature scheme was first proposed by
Chaum (1983) in Crypto�83. The security of Chaum�s
scheme is based on the difficulty of integer factoring.
The blind signature scheme can achieve the unforgeabil-
ity property for the signer and the unlinkability for the
receiver. Mambo et al. (1996) presented the proxy signa-
ture scheme to allow the designated proxy signer to sign
messages on behalf of the original signer. For example,
when a manager is going on a vacation, (s)he can dele-
gate her/his secretary to sign messages on behalf of
her/him. Tan et al. (2002) presented two proxy blind sig-
nature schemes to allow the proxy signer to generate a
blind signature on behalf of the original signer. Awasthi
and Lal (2005) showed a forgery attack on Tan et al.�s
schemes and proposed a more secure proxy blind signa-
ture scheme later. Recently, Sun et al. (2005) pointed out
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that neither Tan et al.�s schemes nor Awasthi–Lal�s
scheme satisfy the unlinkability property of the proxy
blind signature scheme. In this paper, we show that
Sun et al.�s linkability attack is failed and these schemes
are still satisfy the unlinkability property.
2. Reviews of Tan et al.’s and Awasthi–Lal’s proxy

blind signature schemes

The system parameters in the following proxy blind
signature schemes are defined as follows:

System parameters

p, q two large prime numbers, where q j (p � 1)
g element of Z�

p of order q
xo, yo secret key and public key of the original signer

respectively, where yo ¼ gxo mod p
xp, yp secret key and public key of the proxy signer

respectively, where yp ¼ gxp mod p
h( ) a secure and public one way hash function
k the concatenation of strings
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2.1. Tan et al.’s proxy blind signature schemes

Tan et al. (2002) presented two proxy blind signature
schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP)
and elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP)
in 2002. They also defined the required security proper-
ties of proxy blind signature scheme. There are three
kinds of participants: original signer, the proxy signer
and the receiver in their schemes. The three phases in
their schemes are (1) Proxy delegation, (2) Signing and
(3) Verification. The details of Tan et al.�s DLP-based
scheme are described as follows.

(1) Proxy delegation phase. The original signer ran-
domly selects a number ko, and calculates ro ¼ gko mod p
and so = ko + xoro mod q. Then, the original signer sends
(ro, so) to the proxy signer in a secure way. After the proxy
signer receives it, (s)he can verify it by checking the cor-
rectness of the equation gso ¼ yroo ro mod p. Finally, the
proxy signer computes her/his proxy secret key spr =
so + xp mod q.

(2) Signing phase. The proxy signer chooses a random
number k, computes t = gk mod p and sends (ro, t) to the
receiver. After receiving it, the receiver randomly chooses
two numbers a and b and calculates r ¼ tgby�a�b

p ðyroo roÞ
�a

mod p, e = h(rkm) mod q, u ¼ ðyroo roÞ
�eþby�e

o mod p and
e 0 = (e � a � b) mod q. Then, the receiver sends e 0 to
the proxy signer. Next, the proxy signer calculates the
blinded signature s 0 = e 0spr + k mod q and sends s 0 back
to the receiver. Finally, the receiver computes s =
s 0 + b mod q. The signature of the message m is
(m, u, s, e).

(3) Verification phase. Anyone can verify the correct-
ness of the proxy blind signature (m, u, s, e) by checking
that e ¼ hðgsy�e

p yeou mod pkmÞ mod q holds. The descrip-
tions of Tan et al.�s ECDLP-based proxy blind signature
scheme is omitted here because it is similar to DLP-
based scheme except to replace discrete logarithm cryp-
tosystem parameters by elliptic curve cryptosystem
parameters.

2.2. Awasthi and Lal’s proxy blind signature scheme

Awasthi and Lal (2005) showed a forgery attack on
Tan et al.�s schemes and proposed a more secure and
efficient proxy blind signature scheme later. Proxy-
unprotected and proxy-protected are two kinds of
schemes according to whether the original signer can
generate the same proxy signature as the proxy signer.
In proxy-protected schemes, the proxy signer and the
original signer both can generate valid proxy signa-
tures. Only the proxy signer can generate valid proxy
signatures that (s)he cannot repudiate it later in
proxy-protected schemes. The participants, phases
and system parameters are the same as Tan et al.�s
schemes. The detailed scheme is described in the
following.
(1) Proxy delegation phase. The original signer
chooses a random number ko, and computes ro ¼
gko mod p and so = xo + koro mod q. Next, the original
signer sends (ro, so) to the proxy signer via a secure
channel. After the proxy signer receives it, (s)he can
verify it by checking whether the equation gso ¼
yor

ro
o mod p holds. In proxy-unprotected case, the proxy

signer uses spr = so as her/his proxy secret key and ypr ¼
yor

ro
o mod p as her/his proxy public key. In proxy-pro-

tected case, the proxy signer computes spr = so + xpr -
mod q as her/his proxy secret key and ypr ¼ yor

ro
o yp

mod p as her/his proxy public key. (Note that the
proxy public keys in Sun et al.�s paper must be
exchanged each other in proxy-unprotected and proxy-
protected cases.)

(2) Signing phase. The proxy signer randomly chooses
a number k and computes t = gk mod p and sends (ro, t)
to the receiver. After receiving it, the receiver selects two
random numbers a and b. Then (s)he calculates r ¼
tg�ay�b

pr mod p, e 0 = h(rkm) mod q, and e = (e 0 + b)
mod q. The receiver sends e to the proxy signer. Next,
the proxy signer calculates the blinded signature s 0 =
k � espr mod q and sends s 0 back to the receiver.
Finally, the receiver computes s = s 0 � a mod q from
the blind signature s 0. The signature of the message m

is (m, s, e 0).
(3) Verification phase. Anyone can verify the correct-

ness of the proxy blind signature (m, s, e 0) by checking
whether e0 ¼ hðgsye0pr mod pkmÞmod q holds.
3. Sun et al.’s linkability attack on some proxy blind

signature schemes

In Sun et al.�s (2005) linkability attack, they pointed
out that the proxy signer can record all blinded messages
and use them to trace back the corresponding blind sig-
natures. Hence, Sun et al. claimed that all Tan et al.�s
schemes and Awasthi–Lal�s scheme cannot satisfy the
unlinkability property of the blind signature. The details
of Sun et al.�s attack are described as follows.

3.1. Sun et al.’s attack on Tan et al.’s schemes

We only describe the detailed Sun et al.�s attack on
Tan et al.�s DLP-based proxy blind signature scheme be-
cause Tan et al.�s ECDLP-based scheme is similar to it.

1. The proxy signer can keep all set of records ðti; e0i; s0iÞ
for each instance i in Tan et al.�s DLP-based scheme,
where ti ¼ gki mod p.

2. When the receiver reveals (m, u, s, e) to the public, the
proxy signer can compute b0i ¼ s� s0i mod q for each
instance i since s = s 0 + b mod q.

3. The proxy signer can calculate a0i ¼ ðe� b0i � e0iÞ mod q
for each instance i since e 0 = (e � a � b) mod q.
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4. Then the proxy signer can compute r0i ¼ tigb
0
i y

�a0i�b0i
p �

ðyroo roÞ
�a0i mod p for each instance i since r ¼

tgby�a�b
p ðyroo roÞ

�a mod p.
5. Finally, the proxy signer can check that

r0i ¼ gsy�e
p yeou mod p holds. If it is true, the proxy

signer can trace back the blind signature.

Hence, Sun et al. claimed that Tan et al.�s schemes
cannot satisfy the unlinkability property of the blind
signature.
3.2. Sun et al.’s attack on Awasthi–Lal’s scheme

1. The proxy signer can keep all set of records ðti; e0i;~siÞ
for each instance i, where ti ¼ gki mod p.

2. After the receiver reveals (m, s, e) to the public, the
proxy signer can calculate a0i ¼ ~si � smod q for each
instance i since s ¼ ~s� a mod q.

3. The proxy signer can calculate b0i ¼ ðe0i � eÞ mod q for
each instance i since e 0 = (e + b) mod q.

4. The proxy signer then can compute r0i ¼ tig�a0i y
�b0i
pr

mod p for each instance i since r ¼ tg�ay�b
pr mod p.

5. Finally, the proxy signer can check whether
r0i ¼ gsyepr mod p holds. If the equation is true, the
proxy signer can trace back the blind signature.

Thus, Sun et al. claimed that Awasthi–Lal�s scheme
cannot satisfy the unlinkability property of the blind
signature.
4. Analysis of Sun et al.’s linkability attack

Harn (1995) first pointed out that Camenisch et al.�s
(1994) blind signature scheme is linkable. Hoster et al.
(1995) showed that Harn�s claim is incorrect later. Re-
cently, Hwang et al. (2002, 2003a,b,c) presented several
papers to claim that several blind signature schemes are
linkable. Unfortunately many cryptanalysts (Wu and
Yeh, 2005; Lee and Wu, 2004; Lee and Sun, 2003;
Fan, 2003) have showed that Hwang et al.�s papers are
all failed respectively. In this section, we show that
Sun et al.�s linkability attack is failed and Tan et al.�s
and Awasthi–Lal�s proxy blind signature schemes are
still unlinkable.
4.1. Analysis of Sun et al.’s linkability attack on

Tan et al.’s schemes

According to Sun et al.�s linkability attack, the proxy
signer can keep all set of records ðti; e0i; s0iÞ for each
instance i in Tan et al.�s DLP-based scheme. After the
receiver reveals (m, u, s, e) to the public, the proxy signer
can calculate b0i ¼ s� s0i mod q for each instance i.
Next, (s)he can obtain a0i ¼ ðe� b0i � e0iÞ mod q. Then
the proxy signer can calculate r0i ¼ tigb
0
i y

�a0i�b0i
p

ðyroo roÞ
�a0i mod p. Finally, the proxy signer can check

whether the equation r0i ¼ gsy�e
p yeou mod p holds. How-

ever, we show that the equation is always true for each
instance i in the following:

tigb
0
i y

�a0i�b0i
p ðyroo roÞ

�a0i mod p

� tigs�s0i y
�eþb0iþe0iþs0i�s
p ðyroo roÞ

b0iþe0i�e mod p

� gsðtig�s0iÞy�e
p ðyb

0
iþe0iþs0i�s
p Þðyroo roÞ

b0iþe0i�e mod p

� gsðtig�s0iÞy�e
p ðys�s0iþe0iþs0i�s

p Þðyroo roÞ
b0iþe0i�e mod p

� gsðtig�s0iÞy�e
p ðye

0
i
p Þðyroo roÞ

b0iþe0i�e mod p

� gsðtig�s0iÞy�e
p ðye

0
i
p Þðyroo roÞ

b0i�eðyroo roÞ
e0i mod p

� gsðtig�s0iÞy�e
p ðye

0
i
p Þðyroo roÞ

b0i�eðyroo roÞ
e0iðyeoy�e

o Þ mod p

� ðgsy�e
p yeoÞðtig�s0i y

e0i
p Þðyroo roÞ

b0i�eðyroo roÞ
e0iðy�e

o Þ mod p

� ðgsy�e
p yeoÞðgkig�e0ispr�ki y

e0i
p Þ

� ðyroo roÞ
b0i�eðyroo roÞ

e0iðy�e
o Þ mod p

� ðgsy�e
p yeoÞðgki�kig�e0iðsoþxpÞy

e0i
p Þ

� ðyroo roÞ
b0i�eðyroo roÞ

e0iðy�e
o Þ mod p

� ðgsy�e
p yeoÞðg�e0iðsoþxpÞge

0
ixpÞ

� ðyroo roÞ
b0i�eðyroo roÞ

e0iðy�e
o Þ mod p

� ðgsy�e
p yeoÞðg�e0isoÞðyroo roÞ

b0i�eðyroo roÞ
e0iðy�e

o Þ mod p

� ðgsy�e
p yeoÞðyroo roÞ

�e0iðyroo roÞ
e0iðyroo roÞ

b0i�eðy�e
o Þ mod p

� ðgsy�e
p yeoÞðyroo roÞ

b0i�eðy�e
o Þ mod p

� gsy�e
p yeou mod p

� r0i mod p

For a given message-signature pair (a, c, s, m), the proxy
signer can derive 3-tuple ðb0i; a0i; r0iÞ such that r0i ¼
gsy�e

p yeou mod p is always held for each ðti; e0i; s0iÞ. Hence,
Sun et al.�s claim is incorrect and Tan et al.�s DLP-
based scheme is still satisfy the unlinkability property.
The analysis of Sun et al.�s linkability attack on Tan
et al.�s ECDLP-based scheme is similar to above
description.

4.2. Analysis of Sun et al.’s linkability attack on
Awasthi–Lal’s scheme

Based on Sun et al.�s linkability attack, the proxy
signer can record all set of ðti; ei; s0iÞ for each instance i

in Awasthi–Lal�s scheme. After the receiver reveals
(m, s, e 0) to the public, the proxy signer can compute
a0i ¼ ðs0i � sÞ mod q for each instance i. Then (s)he can
calculate b0i ¼ ðei � e0Þ mod q. Next, the proxy signer
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can compute r0i ¼ tig�a0i y
�b0i
pr mod p . Finally, the proxy

signer can check if the equation e0 ¼ hðgsy�e0
pr �

mod pkmÞ mod q holds. We show that the equation is
always true for each instance i in the following:

hðtig�a0i y
�b0i
pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� hðtigs�s0i ye
0�ei
pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� hðgstig�s0i ye
0�ei
pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� hðgstigeispr�ki ye
0�ei
pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� hðgsgki�kigeisprye
0�ei
pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� hðgsgeisprye0�ei
pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� hðgsyeiprye
0�ei
pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� hðgsye0pr mod pkmÞ mod q

� e0

For a given message-signature pair (m, s, e 0), the proxy
signer can derive 3-tuple ðb0i; a0i; r0iÞ such that
e0 ¼ hðgsy�e0

pr mod pkmÞ mod q is always held for each
ðti; ei; s0iÞ. Hence, Sun et al.�s linkability attack is failed
again on Awasthi–Lal�s scheme. Awasthi–Lal�s scheme
is still satisfy the unlinkability property of the proxy
blind signature scheme.
5. Conclusions

Recently, Sun et al. pointed out that Tan et al.�s
schemes and Awasthi–Lal�s scheme cannot satisfy the
unlinkability property of the proxy blind signature
scheme. In this paper, we show that Sun et al.�s link-
ability attack is failed and these schemes are still satisfy
the unlinkability property.
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